Desert Mountain Club, Inc.

(Matt Hamberg, assistant superintendent at Desert Mountain club, Inc., in Scottsdale, Ariz., used the OxCart Utility Carts on the Geronimo and Outlaw Golf Courses.)

The OxCart does everything it says on the box. The construction is solid. The cart was pushed to its weight limit and sometimes beyond with full loads of plant cuttings, sand, dirt, aerification plugs, and rolls of sod. Ox Carts assisted lift design is a dramatic help and a back saver. The OxCart can be a useful tow behind cart for multiple jobs and increases holding capacity which reduces making multiple trips.

This cart can be of great help for homeowners with 1 acre + of land, farms, landscapers or golf courses without hydraulic equipment. For them, the OxCart will be a valued solution for transport of heavy materiel and carrying capacity of the only hydraulic lift-assisted utility dump cart.